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Links

and links in lists
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http://blogs.creativeloafing.com/politicalwhore/2008/08/29/about-sarah-

palin-presumptive-gop-veep-nominee/

Use of links.

Use of bulleted list (not common, although Wayne Garcia uses it a lot;

recommended use for special purposes only).
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Quoted material

and how you

link to it
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http://blogs.creativeloafing.com/politicalwhore/2008/08/20/revisiting-the-

dasilva-tampa-trib-layoffs-story/

Use of quoted material -- with a link to the original URL from which it

comes.

Personal experience (use of "I").

Link back to his own previous post.
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(the linked material)

http://www.lakelandlocal.com/2008/08/tribune-ledger-and-everybody-

else-agonistes-the-de-professionalization-of-news/
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“Live blogging”
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http://blogs.tampabay.com/80s/2008/08/live-from-the-r.html

Live blogging from a concert.

Use of one blog post, updated frequently during the event.
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• Writer’s voice is

distinctive

• Value of post to its

audience is clear

• Strategic use of

boldface

• Number of links: 2

• Clear headline (add

“music”?)

• Use of image

• Length = 210 words

http://blogs.tampabay.com/80s/2008/08/80-hours-of-80s.html

Personal writing style (but not everyone would copy THIS GUY'S

style!).

Clear, unambiguous headline.

Just the necessary links: One overall, plus one example. This is not

minimalistic; it's sensible.

This blogger produces a weekly podcast. The blog complements the

podcast.
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• Blog by the education

reporter at The

Atlanta Journal-

Constitution

• Blog’s audience is

better informed about

education than the

general audience of

all readers

• Posts often get a lot

of comments

• To get comments,

ask a question

• Number of links: 1

• Clear headline

• Length = 76 words

http://www.ajc.com/blogs/content/shared-

blogs/ajc/education/entries/2008/08/26/sat_scores_fall.html

To get comments, ask a question (but only after you know you have

READERS!).
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Using links

intelligently

and well.
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http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/features_healthblog/2008/04/meditate-

to-low.html

Too many links! Which ones are relevant?
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Let’s examine

the 9 links

in that blog post.
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1) Another study has found …
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2) … in the American Journal of Hypertension.
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3) A specific type of meditation—TM—reduced …

Which TM link is better? This one, or the next one? You do not need

TWO.
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4) … reduced systolic blood pressure by about 4.7 points
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5) … and diastolic blood pressure by about 3.2 points

Two links went to exactly the same page. This is not good. It makes the

user feel stupid if he or she clicked both links.
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6) A researcher told Reuters that …

Oops! Broken link! -- This will ALWAYS happen if you link to Yahoo!

News. So -don’t- link to Yahoo! News. Get it?
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This is where a smart blogger would link. Reuters itself will still have the

story after Yahoo! News has deleted it.
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7) Transcendental meditation involves …

Which TM link is better? This one, or the previous one? You do not

need TWO.
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8) Click here to learn about …
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9) … from the American Heart Association.
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Which links matter?

• The research study

• American Journal of

Hypertension home page

• TM (What is

Transcendental

Meditation?)

• Page about blood

pressure at NIH.gov

(linked twice)

• Reuters

– Yahoo News; broken

– Reuters (real one)

• Transcendental meditation

(TM.org home page)

• “Click here” (high blood

pressure info from AHA)

• American Heart

Association home page

E-mail me and ask for the handout that provides a rewrite of the original

blog post, with only four links instead of nine.
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